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SPOTLIGHT on
Gurmeet Rai :
Preserving Cultural Heritage

+

Gurmeet Rai, Founding Member of our
UNITWIN Network, and Director of the Cultural
Resource Conservation Initiative or CRCI, was
featured in Vogue India Monuments Women.
She was recognized for her work with CRCI
that she founded in New Delhi, through which
she strives to preserve and enhance India’s
cultural heritage. Vogue noted that she was a
lead consultant in the team that worked on the
Cultural Heritage Policy for Punjab—a unique
collaborative project between the Government
of Punjab and UNESCO.
Gurmeet was earlier elected Vice President of
ICOMOS (International Council on Monuments
and Sites), India.
Her forthcoming project is to prepare a book
called CRCI 20, based on 20 projects of CRCI
which will map their learning. She has invited
two other founders of the UNESCO/UNITWIN
Network on Gender, Culture & Development to
serve on the Advisory Panel: Dr. Savyasaachi,
Professor and Head of the Department of
Sociology at Jamia Millia Islamia, and Dr.
Brenda Gael McSweeney of WGS/BU and the
Women’s Studies Research Center, Brandeis
University. CRCI site: http://goo.gl/mv1Ds3
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SPOTLIGHT on
Carrie Preston :
Promoting Interdisciplinarity
Carrie Preston, Associate Professor and
Director of the Women’s, Gender, & Sexuality
Studies (WGS) Program at Boston University
has a long association with our UNESCO/
UNITWIN Network. She has shared her
research in Ireland and Japan about how
dramatic representations of gender influence
ideas of the nation and resistance to empire.
Carrie considers how women’s participation in
national theater movements intersect with
their interest in the international women’s
movement. She has found that the Irish national
theatre borrowed performance techniques and
styles from many cultures, including Japanese
noh performance. More at
http://goo.gl/lMBNo8

+

With Oscar Wilde in Dublin

Carrie’s forthcoming book, Learning to Kneel,
examines Japanese noh drama and its
influences on international modernist theatre,
poetry, dance, film, and queer pedagogies. Her
related research in Tokyo, Ireland and England
was supported by a grant from the Japan
Society for the Promotion of Science and the
Peter Paul Career Development Professorship.
Performing noh drama

+

AWARDS AND SPECIAL RECOGNITION
Dr. Asha Mukerjee of Visva Bharati University, a Founding Partner of our
Network, was awarded a prestigious Guest Professorship to give lectures at
three universities in Sweden. Her main topic was Indian Women and Rights.
Asha gave numerous lectures in Sweden in September-October 2014
including on Indian Women: Myths and Reality; Women, Dharma and Social
Justice in India: Utopia and Reality; and Women and Social Justice: Theory and
Practice.
Following her visit, students from Sweden traveled to India in November to
study and work on topics related to Asha's lectures, since they had become
so interested in the lives of women in India and justice-related issues.
Asha is also working on two collections of essays: “Tagore on Women and
Education” and “Tagore on Women and Creativity.”
Top photo: Prof. Åke Sander (left), faculty and students/University of Gothenburg, engrossed
during Asha’s presentation; below, Asha delivering a lecture-Lund University, Sweden

.

AWARDS
UNESCO E-Learning Tool
Wins 1st Prize

+

A legendary figure in West Africa, Yennega
is the epitome of the female warrior, a free
and independently minded woman.

UNESCO’s “Women in African History,” spearheaded by Sasha
Rubel and Edouard Joubeaud, won the Gender Equality and Mainstreaming in Technology award from the International
Telecommunications Union and UN Women! Scholastique Kompaoré,
women’s education pioneer in Africa, and Brenda Gael McSweeney of
Boston University and Brandeis University shared their research in
Burkina Faso & Brenda’s photos for this Yennega module above. More:
http://unitwin.blogspot.com/search?q=yennega + http://en.unesco.org/womeninafrica/

PUBLICATION
E-Book 2 Launched!

+

The Global Network of UNESCO
Chairs on Gender celebrates the
release of Gender Perspectives in
Case Studies across Continents,
Volume II, edited by Brenda Gael
McSweeney of BU’s Women’s,
Gender, & Sexuality Studies and
Brandeis University's Women’s
Studies Research Center.
This 2014-2015 volume opens with
a Foreword by Saniye Gülser
Corat, Director for Gender
Equality at UNESCO Paris,
followed by ten case studies that
explore gender equality
challenges in nine countries
worldwide, then an Afterword by
Gloria Bonder, Coordinator of the
Global Network anchored in
Buenos Aires. Key themes include
women’s political empowerment,
economic livelihoods, addressing
gender gaps in education, and
combatting exploitation.

Photo courtesy Margaret “Peg” Snyder

E-book at: http://goo.gl/LX0Q3B
News release:

http://goo.gl/F9SsjV
Photo: Association of Women Beekeepers of Rameh, Iran

PUBLICATION
Shahla Haeri’s Law of Desire:
2014 New Edition

+

The author shared the
following from her book:
"This study attempts a cultural and
critical understanding of the
institution and practice of
temporary marriage, mut’a, a
complex Shi’i religious
institution… In Iran since the
revolution of 1979, it has become
more commonplace. Mut’a,
meaning marriage of pleasure …
is a contract, ‘aqd, in which a man
and an unmarried women decide
how long they want to stay
married to each other, and how
much money is to be given to the
temporary wife.”
Publisher: Syracuse University Press, 2014
Cover Credit: Shirin Neshat,
Courtesy Gladstone Gallery, NY
BU Photo of Dr. Haeri

Review by William O. Beeman:

“Shahla Haeri's study of the unique Shi'a
Muslim practice of temporary marriage
has become a classic … masterful
because she uses the investigation of
temporary marriage to explore many
aspects of Iranian society: male-female
relationships, Shi'a-Sunni religious
divisions, and the nature of contract in
Islamic legal codes.“
Annals of the American Academy of Political
and Social Science Vol. 524, Nov. 1992

+
Aminata Kiello (center) with Scholastique Kompaoré & the late Peter Kazoni
(BBC) In the Village of Issouka near Koudougou, Burkina Faso, 2009

Aminata Salamata Kiello on The Legacy
of Enslavement in West Africa
UNESCO/UNITWIN at BU just published research of Aminata Salamata Kiello of
Ouagadougou and Niamey in our Occasional Paper Series. The author examines the
gendered impact of historical to modern-day slavery in several countries in West
Africa. Her paper highlights the stigmas of modern-day slavery, particularly for
women, who are subjugated within the family structure and society at large, and who
may be subject to a gender-specific form of slavery known as wahaya. Championing
empowerment through education and cultural pride, Kiello argues that combatting
the economic, social, and psychological determinants of slavery is key to West
African development overall.
Saniye Gülser Corat, Director for Gender Equality, UNESCO Paris, writes: "In West
Africa, Kiello's case study about the influence of enslavement on modern slavery
analyzes how women and men were impacted differently by describing the condition
of “wahaya” women, stigmatized unofficial wives and slaves, and the brake of the
practice on African societies’ development.”
More on Aminata’s research at : http://goo.gl/XXkCcI
Photos by Brenda

TRANSLATION
Burkina’s Women Shape Progress
now available in Moore!

+

We are delighted to share that thanks to John
Hutchison, Professor Emeritus at Boston
University's African Studies Center, and his
colleague, writer and publisher Adama Jacques
Sibalo of Burkina Faso, a first publication in Moore
on women's empowerment in Burkina is available
in our UNESCO/UNITWIN collection!
Moore is an official language in Burkina Faso, and
Adama has published a series of books in Moore
since 2002. The article that he translated in June
2015 is Burkina's Women Shape Progress by
Brenda Gael McSweeney and Scholastique
Kompaoré.
More at equalityburkina.blogspot.com

Photo by Brenda Gael McSweeney

Adama, above,
decided to commit
himself to producing
literature in the
French language to
benefit Burkinabe
culture. His recent
works include
several collections of
Burkinabe stories
and legends called
"Moonlight” (at left
Volume 2, Collection
A.C.I).
Pictured far left are
women in Burkina
Faso running a multi
functional platform,
grinding their grain
& freeing up time;
they feature in the
translated article.

Special Event
Trauma and Narrative for Turkish Women
in Prison by Roberta Micallef

+

In October 2014 as part of the BU Women’s, Gender,
& Sexuality Studies’ lunch discussion series, Dr.
Roberta Micallef presented a chapter of her ongoing
exploration of women’s autobiographical works in
the late Ottoman Empire and the Republic of Turkey –
this time concerning narratives by political
prisoners.
She examines the limits of autobiography and
women’s autobiographical writings; what particular
stories were simply too overwhelming to be narrated
by the subject but were supplied later by other
interlocutors; and the effects of incarceration on the
prisoners and their families, in particular the impact
of daughters’ imprisonment on their mothers.
Based on the texts she analyzed, Roberta’s
preliminary conclusions are: that women in their
daily lives face trauma simply because they are
women, whether it is in the form of domestic violence
or sexual harassment; that women who engage in
political activism gain a new more independent and
confident voice; that women who face sexual violence
are able to overcome it if they can contextualize in
terms of a larger pattern of violence; and that writing
or speaking about their experience helps them to
overcome the trauma.
More here:
http://goo.gl/iT6zPJ

Poster design: Jaho King

+

Gender and Violence :
A Challenge for Equitable Society
The Department of Sociology of Jamia Millia Islamia and the Indian
Sociological Society organized this 2-day National Seminar in Oct. ‘14.
JMI’s Dr. Arvinder Ansari of our UNITWIN Network reported that “the
seminar explored the discursive, historical, political, social limits of
modern society in the context of state laws, policies, institutionalized
unwritten customs, traditions and their operation about gender-related
as well as gender-specific issues. The participants were academicians,
intellectuals, scholars and activists working to create a just and
equitable society where no one is discriminated on the basis of sex...”
Top Photo: Ms. Lalitha Kumaramangalam, Chair, National Organization for Women
inaugurates; below, Arvinder Ansari takes the mic (to her left, Professor
Savyasaachi, Head-JMI Soc. Dept., Founding Member of our UNESCO/UNITWIN)

Mothers at right
discussing
nutrition and
farming.

Brighton Allston Historical Society
Spotlights Women’s Contributions to
Preserving Cultural Heritage and Music

+

Brighton Allston Historical
Society Vice President, Charlie
Vasiliades, and Wilma
Wetterstrom, BAHS Board
Member Emerita led a ‘journey’
through Oak Square-Brighton
over time, hosted by the Faneuil
Branch of the Boston Public
Library. Charlie's presentation
highlighted one of the town's
Women of Vision: Mary Faneuil
Bethune. He explained that Mary
was credited with saving
the Faneuil estate from
destruction through her
intervention with General
George Washington. The Faneuil
Gatekeeper's House (left)
survives to this day, and is
featured as Stop 17 in the
Brighton Allston Women's
Heritage Trail Guide. E-version:
http://goo.gl/D92V8E

Presenters of Boston’s Rockin Radio Days
are pictured here: at left Board of Directors
Member Dr. Nick Racheotes, and at right
BAHS Executive Committee Officer and
Webmaster John Broderick. Their stories
included a glimpse of the evolving roles of
women in the music scene in Greater
Boston and beyond. These ranged from
back-up singers and accompanying
pianists to hit songwriters and lead stars.
More here:
http://goo.gl/wqSFLo

+

EXHIBITIONS
Sponsored by :
Text about the new edition

Photo: Brenda Gael McSweeney, 1970s

Photo by Brenda Gael McSweeney, Burkina Faso 2009

Unbound Visual Arts (UVA) became an
Affiliate of our UNESCO/UNITWIN
Network in 2014. This fast-growing
Brighton–Allston based visual arts
organization and non-profit educational
foundation presents curated exhibitions
and outreach events for the local
community – many of which capture
themes of gender and international
development – and enlivens the creative
economy for artists and art supporters.
Visit UVA’s New Website:
www.unboundvisualarts.org

Top photo storyboard, for UVA’s Song Cycles
Exhibition, by Chandana Dey & Brenda Gael
McSweeney depicts India’s Baul Musicians. At
right, Gender Group girls dancing to Nobel
Laureate Tagore Baul-inspired music.
Middle photo in the exhibition on Context of
Community hosted by Athan’s Art GalleryBrookline that featured nine UVA artists,
depicts a women’s group in West Africa’s
Burkina Faso publicly celebrating progress in
community livelihoods and women’s literacy.
Story at: http://goo.gl/ccXKvq The exhibit
then traveled to the new Harvard Ed Portal.

Photo by Brenda, West Bengal India, 2010

NEWS
Aminata Kiello, social scientist of Burkina Faso and Niger
conducted research on The Legacy of Enslavement of
Men and Women: Cases from West Africa. Aminata is a
Founding Member of the UNITWIN Equality Burkina
team. Her work, initially for a University of Missouri
Conference, on a UNESCO priority theme has been
published as an Occasional Paper by our Network.
Niraja Gopal Jayal, Professor at the Centre for the Study of
Law and Governance/Jawaharlal Nehru University-New
Delhi, was awarded a Visiting Professorship at King’s
College. She spent a semester in London teaching and
giving numerous talks including at the Gender Institute/
London School of Economics, Cambridge University,
Warwick University, and the School of Oriental and African
Studies/University of London.
Dr. Diane Balser (teaches Global Feminism, Boston
University) traveled to Pune and Mumbai in July, 20l4. She
met with Indian feminists to discuss a variety of issues such
as women and political leadership, violence against
women, and women and poverty. Dr. Balser led a
workshop for women (and also met with a group of men)
on how to build a partnership on challenging the
emotional, attitudinal and structural aspects of sexism.

Dr. Barbara Gottfried's (BU/WGS) interest in the nexus of
gender performance and ethnic dance especially of
Hungary and the Balkans, led her in the summer of 2014
to travel to Turkey and western Transylvania to meet local
dance teachers and performing group leaders and learn
village dances. She also participated in a conference on
"Ethnochoreology" on the Croatian island of Korcula.

+

FUTURE
Ksenya Khinchuk, Director of the BU Hubert H. Humphrey
Fellowship Program, is “truly excited” to be part of the
upcoming collaboration with our UNESCO/UNITWIN
Network on Gender, Culture & Development. The
Humphrey Program is the newest affiliate of our Network!
Photo: BU Photo Services

A Women’s Helpline and Rights and Legal Education Cell
(2014-2016) is planned in Shantiniketan, West Bengal/
India by Founding UNITWIN Member Chandana Dey (at
right) and Manisha Bannerjee, originator of the Helpline
proposal. A community Gender Group wishes to
collaborate with members of civil society to launch this
Women's Helpline, that would be empowered to provide
legal and counseling services to women facing multiple
problems in and outside the home.
Illustrative of inter-country, inter-university collaboration,
Scholastique Kompaoré (right) in Ouagadougou and Dr.
Brenda Gael McSweeney with Cassandra Fox at WGS/BU
are compiling decades-long action-research on equal
access of women and girls to education in Burkina Faso
into a volume. Professor Fernand Sanou of the University
of Ouagadougou is contributing the Foreword.
Gloria Bonder of Buenos Aires – Coordinator of the
Global Network of UNESCO Chairs on Gender, on which
our UNESCO/UNITWIN at BU represents North America
– has exciting plans on the anvil. These include a focus
on critical topics worldwide in the field of gender and
ICT (Information and Communications Technology)/
knowledge society, also on women and science.
Photo credit: Global Network website

+

UNESCO/UNITWIN Network:
Gender, Culture & PeopleCentered Development
at BU’s Women’s, Gender, & Sexuality
Studies Program
UNESCO/UNITWIN Co-Coordinators at BU/WGS
Dr. Carrie Preston
Dr. Brenda Gael McSweeney
+ Highlights Team:
Publisher + Editor-in-Chief Brenda Gael McSweeney
Designer and Editor Ali O’Hare
Editor Cassandra Fox
We congratulate all participants in the UNESCO/UNITWIN
Network on Gender, Culture & Development for their stellar
contributions in 2014/2015. Our Network aims to share and
exchange realities of the field among academics, students,
activists. Every effort has been made to credit substantive and
creative content herein; we welcome necessary additions or
amendments for further acknowledgment.
Artisan handwork: Sukanya, DesignAsia/Mitali, Shantiniketan (West Bengal)

More information at: www.unitwin.blogspot.com
http://www.bu.edu/wgs/networks/unesco-unitwin-at-bu/
www.equalityburkina.blogspot.com
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